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Bienvenue à Paris and to the Banque de France (BDF) … I’ve switched to English so as to welcome
you all to this new Conference Center created by you, dear Christian. What better way to wish you
farewell after 12 years as Governor of the BDF and six years as President of the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS)? And what better way for me to welcome for the first time this unique community of
actors, academics and observers who are together genuinely contributing to a better understanding of
monetary policy and financial stability?
To quote a few numbers, some 200 VIPs are gathered here, representing more than 80 central banks
(CBs), governments and international organizations, as well as about 50 universities, think tanks and
financial institutions. It’s no surprise, as Christian enjoyed meeting all of you at international gatherings
and research conferences.
The Symposium title, chosen jointly by the BDF and the BIS, relates to the prevalence of very low
interest rates for the past 7 years in advanced economies and, by contagion, around the world. Even in
the USA after the FED lift-off, interest rates still qualify as historically low and the tightening cycle has
been announced as “gradual”.
Now why should we, as central bankers, care about ultra-low rates? For many reasons, notably because
they can lead to a misallocation of resources or bubbles, and because they are currently associated with
persistently low inflation or ‘lowflation’ – shall I even say ‘noflation? The latter is of particular concern
given the costs resulting from price or wage rigidities and distortions, as well as the risk that we might
fall into deflation.
My role as “opening speaker” is modestly to stress some puzzles and challenges we face. You will then
have the whole day to provide the best answers. To kick off, I’ll focus on where we stand, with two
puzzles, and then on what monetary policy should/can do, with four challenges.
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I

Where do we stand? And to start with, what is ultra-low?

A lot of what matters for CBs is low or ultra-low compared to history, notably in advanced economies
(AEs): first, inflation, be it headline or core, realized or expected; second, interest rates on safe assets,
whether short or long, nominal or real, ex post or ex ante; third, term premia in spite of measurement
uncertainties. And all variables have been decreasing and are now low at the same time which is new.
Spreads and volatility have also been lower for longer, although there is some market discrimination
between agents and between emerging market economies (EMEs), as well as periodic spikes in volatility,
especially recently.
Next, why are inflation or interest rates so low and how does this impact policy?
First puzzle: inflation remains low in countries where unemployment is close to the NAIRU, like the
USA, or where the output gap has been sharply reduced, like Germany; this may imply that the Phillips
curve has a lower slope too. Yet, various studies by the IMF or the BDF show that, even if slopes have
tended to flatten since the early 1990s, there has been no clear-cut change over the last years.
There are two possible explanations. The benign one is that transitory disinflationary shocks, e.g. due to
commodity prices, temporarily shift the Phillips curve downwards. The worrying one would be a
disanchoring of long-term inflation expectations, threatening the objective of price stability; such a
disanchoring is suggested by the surprising correlation between spot oil prices and market expectations
derived from inflation-linked swaps up to 5 years in 5 years. People can reasonably differ in their
interpretation; hence the scope for healthy policy debates.
As regards low policy or market rates, these are mainly seen as reflecting lower equilibrium, or neutral,
interest rates. This leads us to the second puzzle: does the lower neutral interest rate result from
cyclical or structural factors?
On the one hand, the factors may be cyclical (or mainly demand-driven); indeed, we are currently
seeing low levels of global demand and trade. After a financial crisis, cyclical factors may persist for a
long time: for example, with the deleveraging of agents and hence the reduction in their spending. In this
case, aggregate demand policies, including monetary policy, have an important role to play.
On the other hand, the factors may be structural (or mainly supply driven): e.g. lower productivity
growth, higher inequalities or population ageing which pushes the savings rate higher. The other usual
suspects behind secular stagnation include globalization, which boosts price/wage competition, or the
savings glut. And the latter may be involuntarily compounded by liquidity regulations which can
permanently raise demand for safe liquid assets, driving down risk free rates. In this case, the neutral rate
may have become so negative that monetary policy alone may not suffice to raise inflation.
The jury is still out; but faced with this uncertainty, CBs’ mandates push them to avoid the risks of the
first type, related to inaction, rather than those of the second type, related to pro-action; in other words, be
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ready to risk doing too much rather than too little. Moreover, lower supply may well stem from
persistently lower demand, e.g. with some hysteresis resulting in disqualified workers and higher
structural unemployment.

II

Now let’s turn to what monetary policy should/can do

I would like to mention four challenges:
First challenge: if the factors at play are global, what can domestic policies do?
CBs have domestic mandates whereas the prevalence of lowflation and low rates suggests that some
common or external factors may be at play. This is especially problematic for smaller open economies.
And the existence of a “global financial cycle” à la Rey highlights the limits of flexible exchange rates in
insulating those economies.
Ultra-accommodative policies in AEs have definitely had spillover effects on EMEs, including the oftenforgotten –albeit welcome- reduction of spreads in the latter, as shown by IMF research. Nevertheless,
the formulation and stance of policies in one country can take account of feedback effects from others.
And it goes without saying that the world at large would have been even worse off if AEs had fallen into
deflation.
Aside from building and using forex reserves, domestic policies should therefore contribute towards
making the domestic real economy and its financial system more resilient to external shocks. In this
regard, prudential policy aimed at building buffers or protecting financial institutions may complement
monetary policy, provided these measures do not conceal a form of protectionism or an attempt at
deglobalization.
Second challenge: what should the inflation target and its horizon be?
Some economists have called for adjusting the inflation target, although in opposite directions: a few
have argued for a higher target to avoid testing the Zero Lower Bound often (ZLB); others have called for
a lower target, assuming lowflation is the New Normal. In both cases, hasty changes may only affect the
CBs’ credibility and the expectation channel of monetary policy.
We have more flexibility on the target horizon. This is the medium term and should not be confused
with the 3-year horizon of the forecasts published by the ECB for instance, which may fall short of the
target level; what matters is being on a path that is consistent with this medium-term mandate. Forward
guidance and the announcement that rates will be “lower for longer” should provide reassurance over the
CB’s determination to do “whatever it takes” to fulfill its mandate within this mandate.
True, uncertainty about the causes of lowflation and low rates leads to uncertainty over the neutral rate
and the need for accommodation; but the more uncertain our environment, the more important and useful
it is that we be clear and predictable in order to reduce this uncertainty. According to simulations carried
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out within the Eurosystem and the BDF, clarifying that the future stance will remain accommodative for
many years enhances the efficacy of Quantitative Easing (QE).
Third challenge: how effective can non-conventional monetary measures be?
The ZLB has proved not to be the effective lower bound. Going negative has sharply lowered and
flattened the yield curve in the euro zone, which is especially relevant given the importance of long-term
financing. And so far the substitution for cash has also remained negligible. Yet, there are limits on how
far one can go. Thus lower key interest rates should be combined with other non-conventional measures.
In short, CBs have innovated a lot, both in terms of rates and quantities. We knew CBs could do a lot and
they have actually done a lot, even if they cannot do everything.
In the main advanced economies, the precise macroeconomic effect of large-scale asset purchases is
still under discussion. But I can summarize the Eurosystem’s shared analysis and Mario’s recent
statement: our purchases will add around half a point to inflation in 2016 and almost the same to
growth. In the US case, the QE2 launched in late 2010 is the most similar to our QE. Controlling for its
size, roughly half of ours, it has had a broadly comparable impact, even if published estimates differ
somewhat.
Fourth challenge: how to deal with the risk of a mismanaged exit from the ZLB and financial
instability?
Staying too low for too long would be counterproductive: ultra-low margins may discourage financial
intermediation and lending to the real economy, while addiction to forward guidance may silence
contrarians and hamper market information on fundamentals. Yet the exit may be bumpy and, hence,
postponed or even aborted. Worse, as regularly pointed out by the BIS, staying too low for too long may
fuel the next financial crisis as liquidity addiction and excess risk taking eventually lead to bubbles and
financial instability while macro-prudential policy may be too slow to help.
Even if monetary and macro-prudential policies are two distinct instruments serving two distinct
objectives, they impact each other; but it is hard to integrate one when formulating the other: e.g. to
integrate a sustainable “output gap à la Borio” (BIS) into a monetary rule, insofar as the business and
financial cycles do not often coincide.
On the other hand, an ill-timed exit or its premature expectation may also put some financial
institutions at risk, depending on their maturity mismatch. But as the major CBs will not all exit
simultaneously, the impact should be mitigated. Thus, what is sometimes depicted as the “great
divergence” between monetary policies on the contrary reflects, in my view, a “great wisdom”: as
domestic cycles differ, exits will be spread over time. This moment of exit is obviously further away for
the euro zone. Yet when it does come, we shall all be as innovative, as ready to learn from each other and
as decisive when acting to exit as we have been when entering into non-conventional territory.
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For the sake of time, I will not elaborate on whether ultra-low rates alter the monetary transmission
channels and their interactions with financial stability. As I already said, we have the whole day to
discuss these tricky issues thanks to our speakers who are not only prominent but also open and humble; I
noticed and appreciated these qualities in their recent speeches exploring the new territory we are in.
Instead, let me conclude on the limits of the scope for action by CBs. Indeed, I prefer to stress that
central banks cannot be the only game in town and, more precisely, that monetary and macro-prudential
policies are not conducted in a vacuum. Structural problems require structural answers; in particular, only
structural reforms can raise potential growth; aggregate demand policies cannot provide a substitute.
What they can do –and it’s precious— is to help better manage time.
Speaking of managing time, I think mine is up now and I shall give the floor to Christian who can give us
all the benefit of his experience and wisdom.
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